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Highlights 

ʘ This study is focused on safeguarding livelihood so that Nigerians can live through the pandemic and emerge 
without losing their lives to hunger and deprivation. 

ʘ Should the country wish for the economy to emerge out of the shock performing stronger than before the 
shock, obviously it must address those factors which have relentlessly hindered growth. Expectations to the 
contrary would be merely wishful thinking. 

ʘ Central to safeguarding livelihood is for government to give money, give credit, relink the supply chains by 
implementing spectrum management of lockdowns.  The role of government in the relink includes (a) 
assisting players at vital nodes in the chain to achieve threshold reopening conditions (b) effectively enabling 
transportation and logistics activities by reducing “highway extortion.” 

ʘ Elements of the economic stimulus are vital interdependent measures.  Implementing one without the other 
weakens the overall stimulus. Thus, turning it into wasteful spending. Intervention strategy is systemic and 
therefore, may not be meaningfully separated. Moreover, the elements of the strategy are not additively 
separable. You may not implement one, watch it evolve, then, resume the next, etcetera, in the hope that 
ultimately these disparate measures would somehow find fusion out there. Imagine a soccer match where 
each player simply kicks the ball hoping that somehow, own player in the field connects with the ball, kicks 
it in like manner, and so on until per chance a goal is scored. Not so are winning strategies. Coordinating for 
effectiveness must be achieved not assumed. 

ʘ No matter how enthusiastic, intensive and extensive the survival measures are, if the spread of the virus is 
not contained, the state and the people will sooner run out of resources.  Therefore, citizens must get behind 
the state and do its part to contain the spread of the virus and ultimately quench it, vaccine or not. Attitude 
is crucial in prosecuting this social disease, but this equally important aspect of the measure has received 
little attention. 

ʘ Our analysis uncovered the centrality of food and transportation in the national household expenditure. 
Obviously, the two factors are interdependent because food items must be moved from farmgate to the 
table and along the way, preserved.  Furthermore, the cost elements pertaining to waste and perishable 
proportions must as well be recovered from consumers.  Transportation and Logistics has been a pain for 
Nigerians, even before COVID-19.  Whether it be “oil and gas pipeline” problems in moving crude from well 
head to off-take terminals, gas delivery to power generating stations, electric power losses in transmission 
and distribution systems, post-harvest losses in agriculture, high delivery costs due to poor road 
infrastructure and incessant shakedowns on the road. 

ʘ  How can a country supposedly intent on assisting Road and Transport workers turn a blind eye on the choke 
hold on the necks of this vital sector of the economy? Like the health sector ironically, transportation and 
logistics can barely breathe. When transportation is troubled, there is little doubt as to who are bearing the 
brunt, as can be gleaned from Figures 4 to 7 where health, food, and transportation costs burden Nigerians 
inexorably. 

ʘ But how does such immiseration continue?   
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A. The Economy - Staying Alive 

There is one surefire way to jumpstart any comatose economy. Buy your way 
out of the trouble by putting money into the hands of the consumers to spend.  
It can be given to banks for on-lending or directly to consumers but there is 
relatively limited financial intermediation in Nigeria. Nigeria’s credit to GDP 
ratio in 2019 is a mere 10 percent. Therefore, direct cash transfer is 
recommended, especially in the current circumstance. Give money to folks, 
relink the supply chains, and dismantle those ubiquitous “police obstacles” 
which are in full glare and well known to all road users.   

Skeptics of the benefits of spending stimulus can take solace in the fact that the 
Ibos did it after thirty months of a brutal civil war. The economy of the then 
Eastern Region of Nigeria, after thirty months of total economic blockade and 
warfare, had dropped below anything we can imagine even with the pandemic.  
Yet in less than one year after the war, commerce was back in full force whilst 
the “reconciliation, rehabilitation, and reconstruction” weaved its way across the 
terrain in its own time.  The driving force behind such rapid rejuvenation was 
certainly not the 20 pounds that was handed to every Ibo who had an account 
in a Nigerian bank before the war, regardless of the account balance. What 
wrought the magic, rather unwillingly, was the massive consumption 
expenditure unleashed by the spending power and appetite (marginal propensity 
to consume) of the federal troops whom after the war, were disproportionately 
distributed to the Eastern Region.  Clearly, money talks by getting things done. 

Cash transfers can mean the ability of firms to continue meeting payroll 
obligations and other trade related liabilities. For households, it can be the 
difference between meeting long and medium-term commitments such as rent 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/FS.AST.PRVT.GD.ZS?locations=NG
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/FS.AST.PRVT.GD.ZS?locations=NG
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and school fees, medical bills, insurance, and staying current on recurrent 
obligations.  Obviously, interventions are not limited to cash transfers. Soft loans 
and bridging finance are also options as is liquidity injection into the banking 
system for lending on concessionary terms to medium and large enterprises.  
Airlines and the hospitality industries are candidate enterprises for bridging 
finance and concessionary lending, as are manufacturing firms. Other firms 
which face high setup costs, incur capacity costs such as hospitals are also 
noteworthy. Generally, firms whose production processes are such that once 
they shut down, they are unable to restart operations within a compressed time 
scale. 

The first choice in distributing the economic stimulus would be to use existing 
tried or tested channels which rely preexisting transaction networks, be those 
economic or social. Such channels can get the job done fastest and spur 
investment. Because the cash-spending proposition is an especially important 
argument, the next section is devoted to explaining just how this magic works. 
The analytics is aimed at hopefully persuading policymakers and donor alike 
that the magic works and will work in the current exigency.  

 

B. How it works and why it works 
A simplified diagram of how the entire (macro) economy works can be helpful 
in appreciating how consumer spending is the elixir for an ailing economy. In 
all its glory, a market economy is about those who want the “good things” of 
life otherwise called consumers, and those who satisfy the said wants, referred 
to as producers. Some of the consumers participate in the processes leading to 
the supply of the goods and services demanded by the consumers and therefore 
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are suppliers. Even when they are not hands on as workers in the chain of links 
from production to consumption (the value chain), they may nonetheless be 
part owners of the means of production (capitalists or investors).  Therefore, in 
any economy, some of the consumers don multiple hats, participating actively 
in various facets of the economy to profit from the economic merry go round 
summarized in Figure 1.  This simplified view of the macroeconomy is powerful 
in capturing the role of income and expenditure as fuels driving an economy. 

 
Figure 1: Circular Diagram of the Macroeconomy 

Essentially, it says that your expenditure becomes my income and that my 
income which powers my expenditure is the other person’s income and so forth 
thus, generating a huge wave of income slushing around in the economy. 
However, the ripple effect of this wave depends of our spending proclivities. 
Those who tend to spend a higher proportion of their income will have a more 
beneficial effect when they receive than those who tend to spend less (i.e. tend 
to save more). This is one of those rare times that burning cash is good for all.  
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Economists estimate this individual behavioral trait by measuring people’s 
marginal propensity to consume (MPC)—the additional amount of spending one 
makes out of each additional naira income earned. The proportion of income 
saved, and the proportion spent sum to the additional income earned.  
Correspondingly, when you freeze or cut down spending, it generates a shock 
wave which is propagated in a similar manner but having a contractionary effect. 

Also, it should be known that government revenue and expenditure as well as 
the buying and selling of goods and services from and to foreigners are a 
significant element of this equation because in addition to the private sector, 
there is a huge chunk of consumers in the public sector and in the international 
or external sector. Altogether, like a nice or dangerous (depending on the 
perspective) wave driving a surfer in the ocean, these series of economic 
interdependencies in the aggregate multiply in a geometric manner to yield an 
economic expansion or contraction.  This story helps one to appreciate the 
earlier discussion and recommendation of cash transfers and the subsequent 
discussion of the economic impact of the pandemic shockwaves.  Details of the 
analysis are about pinpointing the incidence of the shocks, i.e. who bears the 
brunt of the shock and its ripples. But the overall effect of the  propagation 
always comes down to the big picture described above, Pay me so that I can pay her 
to pay him who then pays you, else we provoke a vicious of cycle of she owes me,  so I can’t pay 
him to pay her, who in turn has to repay her bank loan to prevent the bank from defaulting on 
deposits. Banks’ default is covered by deposit insurance which means that 
ultimately everyone pays.  When some of us are very weak, no one is safe. This 
may be the most sobering lesson of all. It is the same lesson from extreme 
inequality which many do not seem to be heeding. We can certainly hope that 
policymakers are listening and pondering the dire consequences for the society 
of policy inaction.  
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C. The Nature of the Economic Shockwaves from the Pandemic 
Perhaps elaborating on the specifics of the shockwaves and its incidence can 
help to glue the ideas solidly in the minds of policymakers and remove any 
tendency to equivocate over what can and should be done. Hands on the 
economic present and an eye on the future means that when we take care of 
today’s business, that degree of care influences people’s expectations about 
tomorrow which in turn translates into what they do now to prepare for 
tomorrow. Therefore, we must be mindful that safeguarding livelihood through 
learning to coexist with the pandemic carries the underlying assumption that 
the country gets a grip on the pandemic. If the pandemic continues to spread 
relentlessly, the supply chain cannot be successfully relinked without putting 
many lives in serious jeopardy. Such an outcome will create both a stagflation 
and the double whammy of having neither lives nor livelihood. 

 
 Stagflation describes the economic state of high unemployment and inflation.  
Ordinarily, economists postulate a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment 
according to which a bit of inflation can create the necessary impetus for firms 
to hire more people thus lowering the rate of unemployment in the economy.  
When economic interactions and linkages are constrained because of the 
pandemic, pumping money into the economy simply creates excess demand as 
more money chases fewer goods. Thus, causing increases in the general price 
level—inflation.  The economic bridges torpedoed by the pandemic (i.e. breaks 
in the supply chain links) transform “globalized” economic activities into 
compartmentalized pockets thus thwarting those slushing effects issuing from 
strength in unity.  Again, referring to Diagram 1, the arrows in the picture are 
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bridges or links in the supply and demand chain.  But that is not all. Amongst 
the firms and households, there are yet more localized links connecting those 
local units.  Ripples from the pandemic shocks affect those as well thus leading 
variously to the following specific impacts.  
 
ʘ Household Immiseration 

Without a doubt, the hallmark of Nigeria’s social safety net and livelihood is 
the extended family system. Therefore, millions of people without jobs or 
income translate into many more millions of families at risk of starvation, 
problems with meeting other core obligations such as rent and school fees, 
abandoned plans for further education, children living in tense atmosphere, 
domestic violence, homeless employees living on the streets or hanging out 
with friends to reduce commuting costs, prostitution, crime and 
incarceration, decrease in labor force participation as discouraged workers 
drop out of the labor force or are unable to afford the cost of upskilling or 
reskilling, and decreases in overall productivity. 
 
Lower aggregate income when fewer people are employed means that the 
burden of support gets heavier and is more likely to overwhelm the reduced 
number of bearers. One distributional implication of these consequences is 
that much of the income generated from the dwindling output goes to a 
privileged section of the populace, as usual. The rest are left scrambling for 
crumbs. An already high wealth inequality is worsened. Even if firms were to 
begin production or suppliers were to begin importing, where is the income 
to purchase these goods and services? There is no chicken-and-egg 
conundrum to ponder here. Clearly, households are fundamental in the 
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recovery formula. 
 
Millions of families becoming destitute is not a hypothetical scenario. Our 
target are real people of all ages and gender amongst approximately 200 
million others. The country’s population pyramid shown in Figure 2 indicates 
a sizable “youth bulge.”  The young consume a lot but produce little income 
and therefore require supporting by those who work. The labor force is 
comprised of people between 15 to 64 years old. However, many of the 
children aged between 15 and 18 years are presumably still in school and 
those who drop out before completing secondary or technical education face 
dim prospects of finding meaningful jobs. Therefore, we have set the labor 
force realistically at 20 to 64 years as dotted in Figure 2. 
 
A country’s livelihood can be estimated by its income per capita. On the other 
hand, income per capita depends on both the share of population at work 
(the support ratio) and on how productive they are.  Given it youth bulge, 
Nigeria’s support ratio is exceptionally low. If a relatively few people work to 
support a large segment of the population, such a setup is very fragile to begin 
with.  Then, imagine what can happen to the entire neighborhood when the 
income of that fragile segment is threatened, as is the case currently.    
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Figure 2: Nigeria Population Pyramid 

 
ʘ MSME and Large-Scale Enterprises Distress 

MSME is the acronym for micro, small, and medium scale enterprises. A 
survey in 2013 approximates the number of MSME at 37 million that is said 
to account for over 84 percent of the employment in the economy. 
Apparently as MSME go, so goes the nation. These enterprises are distributed 
along the entire economic value chain and hence across the three sectors of 
the economy—primary, secondary, and tertiary but chiefly in the agricultural 
sector where also most of the employment is. A large share of the female 
employment is in the wholesale and retail trade as well as the hospitality 
industry (Figure 3 summarizes the situation). 
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Figure3: Sectoral Distribution of Employment in Nigeria 
 
It is important to highlight that besides the economic impact of the pandemic 
shocks, high costs of food and transport have been a source of persistent 
headache for consumers. This troubling fact is vividly shown in Figure 4.  The 
situation is nonsensical to Nigerians because Nigeria subsidizes its domestic 
retail cost (pump price) of gasoline and is Africa’s largest crude oil exporter.  
Moreover, majority of the labor force is in the agricultural sector meaning 
ordinarily that there is plenty of action in the primary sector and related 
extractive industries. Yet high food prices and transportation costs continue 
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to erode the real income of households. What is it that has been happening 
of which the pandemic shocks have merely amplified? Would the country be 
so lucky as to have the pandemic shocks expose the fault lines and not spare 
the culprits? Clearly, there are enormous pockets of inefficiency in critical 
segments of the country’s economic value chain. The lesson here is that in 
the anxiety and distress of the pandemic shocks, these preexisting conditions 
should not be conveniently overlooked. Rather, it should be an opportunity 
for sober reflections and hard talk.  
 

 
Figure 4: Inflation and the Purchasing Power of Your Income  
Notes: Whilst all people know what money is, few rarely ponder the deeper question of the “price of money?” The answer 
is straightforward. It is the inverse of the price level. The lower the general price level, the higher the value of your money or 
purchasing power. So, when the general price level is high, the purchasing power of money is low and hence your money is 
less valuable or worth less. Bottom line, any policy that raises the general price level is an indirect tax or burden on the people. 
So, clogging the wheels of enterprise which indirectly raises prices in Nigeria is a form of impoverishment.  It is not enough 
to keep asking for more money.  It is just as important to push for safeguarding existing wealth through prudent fiscal and 
monetary measures. The polity should be aware of this necessity.     
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Figure 5: Household Expenditure 
Source: National Bureau of Statistics. Nigeria Living Standards Survey, July 2020. 
https://nigerianstat.gov.ng/download/1123 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Urban Household Expenditure 

https://nigerianstat.gov.ng/download/1123
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Figure 7: Rural Household Expenditure  
 
Lacking deep pockets because of relatively small capital base and size of 
operations (scale), MSME do not have the stamina to effectively resist 
predation by corrupt public officials. Therefore, in addition to bridging 
finance, soft loans, concessionary financing, direct cash support as well as 
regulatory forbearance, these enterprises could benefit from improved 
macroeconomic environment that ordinarily should be expected of the state 
as part of its responsibilities.  
 
Moreover, MSME face decrease in demand following decline in aggregate 
income and change in the composition of demand as consumers adjust 
lifestyles.  MSME must address necessary changes in the manner of doing 
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business in response to learning to coexist with the pandemic. There is also 
the cost of retrofitting business premises and reskilling the workforce as well 
as uncertainties about input supplies. On top of these ripple effects of the 
COVID-19 shock is the stress from grappling with liquidity constraints. 
Despite these mounting problems, MSME must still contend with consumer 
skepticism over safety measures even after establishing systems and processes 
to improve customer safety. Enterprises in the services sector are especially 
susceptible to this skepticism as can be gathered from observation of beauty 
and body salons, airlines, bars and restaurants, and gymnasiums.  
 
Firms in the information technology and telecommunications sector, mostly 
large-scale enterprises, have benefitted from increases in demand even though 
a significant proportion of this apparent growth in sector income could be 
trade diversion. Trade diversion could be occurring as economic agents switch 
to internet-based alternatives for various business needs.  Therefore, overall 
demand in the economy may not result because of corresponding losses in 
other sectors where the level of demand declined due to increasing adoption 
of IT-based solutions as feasible superior alternatives. Working from home 
enabled by the Internet as well as meetings enabled through Zoom, 
WhatsApp, Google Hangouts, and others are examples. So, are the case of 
loses in demand for transportation to Uber, Bolt, commuter buses etc. 
Furthermore, even if aggregate demand were to increase, it may not be to the 
extent to which undue optimism would lead observers to assume without 
taking into consideration the points raised. 
 
Anyways, large scale enterprises grapple with recurrent problems of critical 
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infrastructural deficiencies in the economy. A situation which has now been 
amplified by the sharp decline in demand for goods and services as consumers 
adapt to a combination of reduced current income and dim prospects of 
future income.  Furthermore, under the already reduced demand, consumers 
are buying less because of higher prices and lower income.  Prices are higher 
because of supply chain constraints. These include health and safety concerns 
already noted, as well as anti-SARS CoV-2 compliance issues. There are also 
the difficulties with transportation and logistics (TL) which have not been 
completely overcome because international travels are not operational yet and 
other aspects of TL have equally not been fully restored.  Let us not forget 
the continuing disruption in the global supply chain as the pandemic rages 
on in the United States, Brazil and elsewhere where it seems to subside and 
then break out in a renewed wave. Nigeria’s economic fortunes are not 
immune from the devastating impact on the global economy. 
 
Before globalization, production of goods and services used to be viewed as 
input-output systems with firms in the middle of it all. Firms were viewed as 
production automata much like big sausage making machines in which enters 
a variety of meat but out pops mashed meat, all blended. This view is no 
longer central to the existence of firms.  Rather they are now viewed as a 
nexus of contracts managing stakeholder relationships in a value chain made 
up of a string of dependencies. These dependencies in turn are characterized 
by a network of processes across multiple jurisdictions. Lockdowns introduce 
discontinuities in the supply chain feeding these processes, much like what 
would happen to economic activities in an archipelago were major bridges 
linking up those series of island communities to be blown up without 
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substitutes such as water-based mass transit system available. Obviously in 
such a scenario, the scale of economic activities would shrink dramatically 
and begin morphing into smaller-scale business enterprises. Avoiding such 
atrophy requires closer attention to the survival of large-scale enterprises. 
Specifics of the support can be detailed subsequently but the headline here is 
to emphasize that large-scale enterprises matter as well. Although their 
contribution to the labor force is not as significant by comparison to MSME, 
still they provide decent jobs. Also, their set up costs are considerable.  
Therefore, they should not be allowed to crash. It would not bode well for 
the formal sector which is relatively small yet accounts for a sizable 
proportion of corporate taxes. Corporate taxes are a significant component 
of non-oil revenue to the state (see the breakdown in Figure 8). They are the 
golden geese of the state and in some respect, aspirational for small and 
medium scale enterprises. 
 

ʘ Comatose External Sector 
Before the pandemic hit Nigerian shores, the trade balance (the value of 
exports less the value of imports) was already in distress following the 
catastrophic decline in oil prices.  Decline in oil prices means declining export 
revenue even at existing demand levels. Standard economic analysis predicts 
that a drop in price would lead to an increase in quantity demanded. But the 
degree of that response also depends on how the quantity demanded of oil 
and gas responds to changes in the price of these commodities (their price 
elasticity of demand). These products do not have easily substitutable alternatives 
to which buyers can switch at a whim. Refineries cannot easily alter activity 
levels or suddenly expand refining capacity. Neither can storage facilities 
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expand overnight in response to fluctuations in oil and gas prices.  Seldomly 
are transactions in these commodities solely spot (i.e. cash and carry). Rather 
they are characterized by complex contracting over arrangements to hedge 
all kinds of operations risk beyond trading speculatively to exploit transient 
changes in commodity prices. 
 
The crude oil price shock issuing from a price war was amplified by the 
decline in economic activities globally. In turn, the reduction in economic 
activities triggered a decline in the demand for crude oil. So, both quantity 
and price were in decline with disastrous consequences for total export 
revenue. Oil and gas exports account for over 90 percent of Nigeria’s export 
value.  Additionally, the global economic downturn and freeze on domestic 
and international movements induced a near total decline in revenue from 
ports operations, income from haulage, ports authority revenue, customs 
revenue, maritime revenue, and home remittances. So, not only is the GDP 
in jeopardy, the gross national product (GNP defined as GDP plus net 
property income from abroad) is impaired.  Hopefully, illicit financial flows 
have also diminished which would be a welcome mitigating factor in these 
trying times. But history cautions against pinning much hope on such a 
possibility.  People could still be stealing public monies, stashing them locally 
and lying in wait to spirit them overseas when conditions permit.  
 

ʘ Fiscal Day and Nightmares – Federal State and Local Governments  
Because of fiscal federalism, all three tiers of our government face the same 
fiscal cliffhanger—dwindling revenue at a time when public expenditure and 
the demand for increased transfers are rising hugely. Fiscal federalism here 
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refers to the arrangement for the distribution of federation revenue to the 
federating units and local governments according to an agreed upon formula.  
For local governments, the situation is straightforward.  Reduced federation 
revenue means reduced allocation. Except for those in urban centers, local 
governments scarcely have other substantial sources of revenue.  Therefore, 
there is a real risk that salaries and wages of employees could be in jeopardy 
in some of the areas.  Similarly, for the states except that these entities have 
a wider latitude for increasing internally generated revenue. However, their 
revenue base is also in decline due to the economic downturn. Many of the 
public services which are part of the constitutional responsibilities of states 
and local governments are equally at risk because of the revenue shortfall 
induced by the shock.  
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Figure 8: Non-oil Components of Federation Revenue 

 
In contrast to state and local governments, the Federal Government faces two 
major risks in its fiscal portfolio: (a) Sharply reduced revenue from both 
domestic and external sources, and (b) constricted fiscal and development policy 
space in the face of pressure for increased spending.  Constricted policy space is 
an indirect consequence of the rate at which the Federal Government 
accumulates debt particularly foreign borrowings. Debts denominated in foreign 
currencies make it difficult for governments to conduct fiscal policy freely thus, 
indirectly affecting the ability of “sovereign” states to pursue development 
policies at will. Furthermore, the reduction in overall revenue and an already 
sizable and increasing debt overhang make it difficult to service debt obligations. 
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That is what it means to operate within reduced fiscal space.  By reducing the 
amount of hard currency available for imports and other essential commodities, 
the oil and pandemic shocks narrow the fiscal space within which the Federal 
Government can maneuver. Relatedly, the decline in GNP forces the Naira to 
depreciate thus raising the domestic cost of debt servicing, increasing the cost of 
subsequent imports, and further deterioration of the trade balance. 
 
As shown in Figure, approximately 78 percent of non-oil revenue depends 
directly on the level of output in the economy (GDP).  So, the onset of a 
recession evidently impairs government revenue which is yet another compelling 
reason for the anti-recession tonic recommended earlier. Whereas the Federal 
Government may not be able to do much to influence the course of global 
economic downturn resulting from the pandemic and oil-cartel wars, it can 
certainly mitigate the domestic consequences of both sources of shocks.  Cast in 
the present light, investing in economic survival along the lines we advocate 
appears indeed to be a worthy investment. 

 

D. The Country Responds 
Government: The Federal Government responds with a series of intervention 
measures that have been conveniently categorized into fund intervention relief 
comprising largely of cash injection, and policy intervention relief. The latter 
comprising of monetary and fiscal policy measures. Key elements of the relief 
and economic stimulus are listed in Figure 9.  Excepting the reduction of interest 
rates and the extension of moratorium on the repayment of intervention loans, 
the rest of the fiscal and monetary policy measures are not really relief measures. 
Rather, they are adaptation measures. Adaptation measures are actions taken in 
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response to the adverse consequences of the pandemic. On the other hand, relief 
or response measures are those pertaining to the management of any unintended 
adverse consequences on others because of own mitigation or adaptation measures. 
Mitigation measures are responses aimed at flattening the epidemic curve, or 
conversely at reducing the rate of new cases to its natural rate. The natural rate 
being the rate of infection that would still obtain even if a country took all known 
feasible combat measures. 
 

 
Figure 9: Major Government Intervention Measures 
 

In being mindful of the hardships created by its mitigation and adaptation 
responses and by taking active measures to do something about such unintended 
adverse consequences (externalities), Nigeria’s approach to the pandemic 
challenges in this regard can be characterized as effectively strategic. For instance, 
doling out the so-called palliatives is a truly strategic move notwithstanding that 
the label “palliatives” is as misleading as it is unfortunate. It is unfortunate 
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because it detracts from the essential nature of the intervention, and is misleading 
because realistically, the transfers are more appropriately deemed as adjuvants.  
They are adjuvants because rightly, they are aimed at alleviating the economic 
and psychic costs (the unintended adverse consequences) of the lockdown. By 
rendering the lockdown palatable, it strengthens its efficacy as a combat measure 
because then more people will tend to comply with the stay-at-home injunction.  
 
In contrast to the Policy Intervention Relief, the Fund Intervention Relief are 
response measures which, depending on the nature of the administrative 
arrangements (i.e. structure and process) established to ensure probity and 
accountability, promise substantively positive and immediate impact.  Regarding 
the nature of administrative arrangements, consider this one example drawn from 
the largest package in the Fund Intervention Relief portfolio. It concerns the 
insufficient attention to absorptive (particularly administrative) capacity that is 
in plain sight in the NGN2.3 trillion Economic Sustainability Plan approved by the 
Federal Executive Council. This matter is singled out for criticism because a lapse 
of this nature in the preparation of such a crucial document casts doubts on the 
integrity of the plan. Given the compressed time scale within which the projects 
outlined in the plan are designed to  be implemented, an important consideration 
must be the available degree of absorptive capacity and other contingent 
measures to ensure that the project once under way does not get derailed. The 
criticality of the plan makes its robustness an obvious consideration. 
 
In the plan, Track 2 (page 55) seeks to “establish the SME Survival Fund to 
sustain at least 500,000 jobs in 50,000 SMEs” by using payroll support to save 
jobs and maintain capacities. However, this requires the Federal Ministry of 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/concerns/adjuvants.html
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Industry, Trade and Investment as well as the Bank of Industry to (a) identify 
beneficiaries (b) screen and verify applications (c) identify, approve and disburse 
grants through microfinance banks and financial technology credit providers (d) 
identify eligible private sector transport companies and workers (e) screen and 
verify applications of eligible road transport workers, and (f) approve and 
disburse grants to beneficiaries.  All the above to be concluded within three 
months of inception. Now let us consider the context and hence its feasibility. 

An overwhelming majority of the MSME are registered, yet many of the 
registered either have no access to formal credit or have no BVN and thus no 
access to bank credit. BVN or bank verification number is a unique individual 
identification code required by regulation before one can open and operate a 
bank account in Nigeria.  It is akin to an IBAN, a unique International Bank 
Account Number for individuals engaged in international transactions. 
Furthermore, there are no preexisting credible mapping mechanisms for 
allocation and distribution of social transfers operable at the scale, scope and 
speed envisaged. These complicating issues are raised to underscore the 
unrealistic nature of the timelines stipulated for Track 2 of the intervention, 
among the many. Hopefully, the parameters are merely indicative but even so, 
they are still ludicrously out of line.  However, it is a start although one which 
raises the specter of graft and the possibility that elements of the plan could 
imbed a subterfuge to siphon money from the system. Unfortunately, such an 
outcome will merely ice the money intended to rejuvenate the economy.  When 
this happens a lot and given that some of the funds may have been borrowed, 
the intervention even though ostensibly well intended then turns into a 
monumental capital flight. 
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Successful or not, the Federal Government’s intervention exercise teaches 
valuable lessons for disaster response. We see the lessons as of general benefit 
to the Nigerian Emergency Management Agency and other allied 
establishments. Climate change, drought, desertification, flood, and other 
natural disasters are not far-fetched and thus are certainly foreseeable.  COVID-
19 disaster response highlights the importance of operable capacities and 
redundancies in the national emergency architecture and social safety 
mechanisms. The misplaced expectation by some of our political elites that one 
can always escape to seek shelter overseas in the event of emergencies may not 
always pan out. Sometimes, a sick person may need to be stabilized locally before 
medevac. Hopefully, COVID-19 pandemic will be perceived as a 
“democratizing” experience, leveling everyone. But will it thereby promote a public 
consciousness that allows us next time to be prepared? 

 

The Ebola experience has not transformed “Yaba,” the personification of 
epidemic preparedness in Nigeria. Neither has the death of our heroine, Ameyo 
Adadevoh.  COVID-19 has exposed fault lines and serious shortcomings in 
Nigeria’s disaster management and social welfare system. Also, it highlights the 
reciprocal responsibilities of civic duties such as payment of taxes, registering to 
vote, voting, and state responsibilities like social protection, law and order, 
installation of functional voter registration mechanisms, timely processing of 
national identity cards, and the setting up of a system of National Transfer 
Accounts.    

 

Private Sector: Our analysis is limited to donations for the immediate purpose 
of addressing COVID-19 pandemic in Nigeria, but excluding funds earmarked 

https://www.drasatrust.org/dr-adadevoh/
https://www.drasatrust.org/dr-adadevoh/
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for economic recovery. All donations intended for economic recovery have been 
reported and analyzed under government response. Moreover, we should note 
that even though government is also heavily engaged in mitigation measures 
dealing directly with flattening the epidemic curve, those measures are not 
addressed since they were the subject of Part I of this trilogy.  Moreover, our 
donor list is by no means exhaustive. However, we have endeavored to capture 
major contributions to the extent permitted by available information. Figures 
10-15 analyze the gifts by type, origin or jurisdiction, by domestic sources, 
industry types, recipients, and purpose. The data set are from two main sources 
namely: 

 https://civichive.org/covidtracka/donations/, and 

 https://www.channelstv.com/2020/04/18/donations-to-nigerias-covid-19-relief-
fund-top-n25bn/. 

 

 
Figure 10: Donations by Type 

https://civichive.org/covidtracka/donations/
https://www.channelstv.com/2020/04/18/donations-to-nigerias-covid-19-relief-fund-top-n25bn/
https://www.channelstv.com/2020/04/18/donations-to-nigerias-covid-19-relief-fund-top-n25bn/
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Figure 11: Donations by Jurisdiction 

 

 
Figure 12: Domestic Contributors by Source 
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Figure 13: Private Sector Gifting by Industry 

 

 
Figure 14: Donations by Recipients 
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Figure 15: Funds by Purpose 
Note: PPE is Personal Protection Equipment 
 

Our analysis of donor responses finds much goodwill from the people. The 
degree of trust reposed on the government to use the funds prudently is evident 
from the large proportion of discretionary gifting.  Apparently, donors do not 
wish to second-guess the authorities.  But this much trust also demands 
responsibilities—probity and accountability. In preparing for the worst and 
hoping for the best, governments can only be well advised to live up to 
expectations as undoubtedly, such conduct encourages more citizenship 
engagement in the future should disaster strike again.  

 

E. Recommendations and concluding remarks 
Support to MSME cannot be overemphasized.  It is also prudent to pay attention 
to the circumstances of large-scale enterprises and safeguard their existence 
particularly given their role as a vital source of revenue to the state and as the 
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principal provider of decent jobs. Additionally, corporations can muster scale and 
resources to a level that other types of business organizations would struggle 
endlessly to match. They are also able to engage in research and development, 
augmented of course by public research as happens elsewhere in the world.  
Specifics of the intervention are a matter of details but the key takeaway here is 
that support to this segment of the economy must be part of the recovery agenda 
now, and hereafter.  
 
In closing, we reiterate that nothing works like liquidity. That cannot be said 
enough. Thus, it is important to end on that note.  Put money in the hands of 
consumers and do the following: (a) Support efforts to reconnect severed links 
in the supply chain and other flailing links in the value chain (b) Lessen  extortion 
in the transportation and logistics segment of the value chain (c) Continue the 
fight to contain the spread of the pandemic as outlined in Part I of this trilogy. 
Resources for intervention relief are not inexhaustible. Therefore, one cannot 
seriously contemplate economic recovery independently of getting the spread of 
the virus under control.  If the spread of SARS-CoV-2 continues unabated, the 
consequences are clear. Therefore, both the state and the people must get behind 
the effort to curb the spread and ultimately quench it, with or without the arrival 
of vaccines. Science teaches that the virus can fade away when the base of 
susceptible individuals (the host population) diminish sufficiently that it can no 
longer sustain the virus. So, if we are not spreading it then it will die off.  
Together, we can do it; standing apart, it is more daunting.   
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